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About This Content

The Road to Revolution: The Campaign (PFRPG)

One of the most critically acclaimed campaign out there now completely converted to Pathfinder!

The Road to Revolution is a complete conversion of the 320 pages campaign designed for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game.

Set in the Great City, this epic campaign takes characters from their humble beginnings, all the way to powerful adventurers
upon whose actions the City will come to depend. The Campaign Arc contains six adventures in all, each written by the original

authors of the Great City Campaign Setting. Arc adventures can be played individually or linked with others in the series to
create a complete campaign.

This module contains:

The Skullcrackers by John Ling - Levels 1-3

The Bloody Fix by Lou Agresta and Rone Barton - Levels 3-6

Tides of Blood by Adam Daigle, Tim Hitchcock, Greg Oppedisano - Levels 6-9

Puncture the Blackened Vein by Lou Agresta and Rone Barton - Levels 9-11
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The Usurpers by Tim Hitchcock - Levels 11-13

The Sundered Legion by Liz Courts and Brendan Victorson - Levels 13-16:

Fantasy Grounds Conversion: Cari Most
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - PFRPG The Road to Revolution: The Campaign (PFRPG)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x or 8x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: n/a

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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Nice strategic game! Thumbs up!. First of all, this isn't a sex game, I would say mild at best. Sure you get to see naked girls but
that's about it; there's no intimacy or reaction from the girls. You have several wands in which you can make them take on
different positions or completely stretch them out of proportions, and one that looks like a ♥♥♥♥ stick of some sorts. The
puzzle parts are frustrating at best... they are easy, however, the challenging part is getting around the limitations the game
opposes on you... I mean seriously, how is one supposed to collect items on the freaking ground if there's no way to reach them.

EDIT: I'm changing this to a negative review because the stripped out sex scenes. Naughty Ritual manuscript is not present in
the game. The developer chose to release another built for the same game instead of releasing an added DLC or patch. They
purposely broke it to make it appear incomplete. If you got screwed and cannot refund use my patch, it will save you some
bucks.

Uncensor Patch to restore sex (remove spacing)
https:// m e g a .nz /#!ZagTSCaZ!zOSDuht1bQSRDBH5Y6mZBmQq6F0l3vurDKlfu3HmVwQ. God. What a boring game..
Ooo the movment is not so good, I don't get motion sick from much but the sliding was pushing me to the edge in combat.
Seemed like it should be fun but I was dropping frames all the time on 770. Also no reall sense of clipping, Your axe would just
swwing right through a row of guys. Maybe a if you have a beefier system give it a look but the combot didn't get me going..
Oik but with balls.

The occasional unpredictability of circles mean you may have to do the same level a couple of times to achieve the desired
effect but overall it's not a huge issue and I only experienced it on one level in particular.. A nice, but short, game. The puzzles
were different and alittle challenging. I would recommend if on sale.
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Not good, not bad, a common game indeed.
Sometimes frustrating, sometimes boring, I couldn't play it in a row, with hours straight, I just got bored over time and had
to stop playing it sometimes, it wasn't the type of game that catchs you up, you see.
The idea is good, the graphics are cute and the menu screen sound track is veeeery cute :3; but as I said, it wasn't
"THE BEEST EXPERIENCE EVER". It lacks some things to be a better game, but it wont be a total loss of time.
If you are a regular/casual player and like simple games, with no story just to relax, well this may be a good pick for you.

For me, no, I wont play a BEEP 2 if there was one.. The only reason anyone should buy this game is if the developer comes
round and holds a gun to your head, if this happens absolutly buy it! However if you are not under duress... there is no reason to
buy this game... on paper it has potential to be a great game... however the developer had the day off on the day he created this
instead leaving his 5 yr old to develop this...

He didnt even try, most of the text in game has been translated using the worst translation tool to be found on planet earth.

It doesnt make sense... Steam? Why is this still on the store?. This game was not edited very thoroughly. I find puzzles that have
the same starting numbers on the same line. Easy 14, for example.. More fun than the videos even let on, I mean... you can take
control of the machine gun turrets and manually mow down the enemy hoardes its awesome. Simple, fun, everything I ever
wanted in a strategy game. <3. This is a very good 3D platformer that was originally released for the Wii/360/PS3.
Unfortunately, there are a few bigs/issues in this post, mainly with audio. Hopefully these get fixed. Those issues may annoy
you, they may not. That aside, I still had a lot of fun playing it.. quot;The Running-around-with-no-clou-where-to-go-and-what-
to-do-instead-of-looking-at-statues Simulator 2015"

http://www.reactiongifs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/ace1.gif. A short (~30 minutes) kinetic novel. Needs more
proofreading (there's a handful of typos, as well as two odd instances of what look like placeholder notes that were accidentally
left in), but the writing has a wonderfully dreamy, poetic feel, flowing from one thought to the next, sometimes vague as to what
the protagonist is actually saying out loud and what she's thinking. The art is beautiful, and the music really builds up the
atmosphere.

I was all set to give this a positive review, and then a twist ending abruptly sucked everything interesting and ambiguous out of
the story, leaving only a husk of tired cliche, and I just felt cheated. English visual novels have such a shortage of artfully
crafted short stories like this. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that ending for ruining it.
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